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Introduction
Recently, an article was published in The Columbia Science and Technology Law Review entitled
“A Systemic Challenge to the Reliability and Admissibility of Firearms and Toolmark Identification.”2 The
author, Dr. Adina Schwartz, is an Associate Professor with the John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the
Graduate Center, City University of New York. Dr. Schwartz uses the framework of an amicus brief
written on behalf of the defense in the case United States v. Kain3 to expound on her arguments as to why
“all firearms and toolmark identifications should be excluded until the development of firm statistical
empirical foundations for identification and a rigorous regime of blind proficiency testing.”4
Outlining her treatise, Schwartz first discusses the scientific issues related to firearms and tool
mark identification. These scientific issues include:
• The types of tool marks
o Class
o Subclass
o Individual
• Three major sources of misidentification
o Individual characteristics are comprised of non-unique marks
o Subclass characteristics may be confused with individual characteristics
o Individual marks of a particular tool change over time
• A call for statistical treatment using DNA as an analogy
• The lack of adequate proficiency testing
• Fundamental problems not cured by development of “computerized firearms database”
Subsequent to her discussion of the scientific issues, Schwartz discusses some of the case law
related to firearms and tool mark identification. She does this to illustrate, in her opinion, that, “no state or
federal court – either before or after Daubert – has understood the scientific problems with firearms and
toolmark identification.”5
The purpose of this article is to review and assess the arguments made by Schwartz and to
evaluate the basis of support cited to support those arguments. It will be demonstrated throughout this
article that the challenge offered by Schwartz is not as substantiated as an uncritical review of her article
would suggest. There are numerous instances in which studies and articles are inappropriately quoted or
inaccurately paraphrased. During the discussion of some of the scientific issues, there is an apparent lack of
understanding of the relative significance as applied to the science of firearm and tool mark identification.
While the author was apparently aware of the large number of articles available that can be used to address
many of these issues, there was no mention of them made in her argument.6 Furthermore, there were
instances in which research into some of these primary resources, rather than reliance on some secondary
resources, would have been much more enlightening.
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It would also appear that when the case law is examined in a fuller context than that offered
through the brief quotes and paraphrases by Schwartz, there is evidence to believe that the courts are more
aware of the relevant scientific issues than for which she gives them credit. In addition, the lack of context
for some of the quotes and paraphrases does a significant disservice to the reader of Dr. Schwartz’s work.
I.

Firearms and Tool Mark Identification Is Rooted In Sound Scientific Foundations

A careful and thorough review of the literature will demonstrate that the discipline of firearms and
tool mark identification is firmly rooted in the application of the scientific method culminating in the
definition of a theory of identification by the relevant scientific community associated with the discipline.
The great majority of the study in the discipline follows the premise of the scientific method of defining a
problem, formulating a hypothesis or tentative explanation, designing and performing an experiment to test
the hypothesis, making observations, and interpreting the results to determine the reasonableness of the
tentative explanation. At this point it would be appropriate to test the hypothesis further, adjusting some
newly defined variables or, forming a new hypothesis all together and performing more experiments. This
cycle is repeated as many times as necessary. A hypothesis that has successfully stood the test of many
experiments with different variables can be established as a theory.
The scientific basis of the discipline is criticized in Part II of Schwartz’s article. Yet, she does do
without once either referring to or citing the AFTE Theory of Identification. The Theory of Identification is
the work of the relevant scientific community, a careful reading of which would help answer some of the
claims made by Schwartz. It reads:
[a] The theory of identification as it pertains to the comparison of tool marks enables
opinions of common origin to be made when the unique surface contours of two tool
marks are in “sufficient agreement”.
[b] This “sufficient agreement” is related to the significant duplication of random tool
marks as evidenced by the correspondence of a pattern or combination of patterns of
surface contours. Significance is determined by the comparative examination of two or
more sets of surface contour patterns comprised of individual peaks, ridges and furrows.
Specifically, the relative height or depth, width, curvature and spatial relationship of the
individual peaks, ridges and furrows within one set of surface contours are defined and
compared to the corresponding features in the second set of surface contours. Agreement
is significant when it exceeds the best agreement demonstrated between tool marks
known to have been produced by different tools and is consistent with the agreement
demonstrated by tool marks known to have been produced by the same tool. The
statement that “sufficient agreement” exists between two tool marks means that the
agreement is of a quantity and quality that the likelihood another tool could have made
the mark is so remote as to be considered a practical impossibility.
[c] Currently the interpretation of individualization/identification is subjective in nature,
founded on scientific principles and based on the examiner’s training and experience.7
Schwartz identifies three central concerns dealing with the issue of firearms and tool mark identification,
characterizing them as “central pitfalls.”8 Rather than “pitfalls” it will be shown that they would be better
addressed as critical issues of which conscientious examiners will be aware.
A.

Critical Identification Issues Do Not Undermine Its Evidentiary Value in Court

The literature has identified three central identification issues that do not undermine the
evidentiary value of firearms and tool marks identification evidence in court because it has been
demonstrated that they can be readily identified and addressed in the regular course of a conscientious
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evidence examination. These issues are the establishment of a criterion for identification, the potential for
subclass characteristics, and the change a tool surface undergoes over time.
1.

The Criterion for Identification Is Defined In the AFTE Theory of Identification

The AFTE Theory of Identification coupled with the comparative analysis and examination
method upon which it is based, along with extensive studies in the literature and the individual training,
experience, and expertise of examiners adequately addresses the primary question of the court – was this
tool mark produced by this tool? This can routinely be accomplished despite the recognized and established
fact that tool marks produced by different tools may display some level of similarity.
Schwartz cites this fact as a pitfall to the issue of identifying two tool marks as produced by the
same tool. In doing so, she cites several references but does so in an incomplete manner such that the reader
is left with the impression that it is an issue that the discipline has either ignored or produced little answer
for. Considering that the criterion for identification is an issue of central concern for the discipline, it would
do well to discuss it in its fuller and more complete context.
Schwartz says,
As a result of the overlapping individual characteristics of toolmarks made by different
tools, examiners who assume that a certain amount of resemblance proves that the same
tool produced both test and evidence toolmarks may be wrong because the same amount
of resemblance may exist in toolmarks produced by different tools of that type.9
When making this statement she ignores that this represents only a part of the criterion for
identification as specified in the AFTE Theory of Identification. Prior to rendering a call of same source,
the examiner must also observe agreement that “is consistent with the agreement demonstrated by tool
marks known to have been produced by the same tool.”10
That trained examiners can distinguish between tool marks made by different tools has been
established through controlled studies pursuant to the tenants of the scientific method. These have been
summarized elsewhere.11,12 What the reader should note is that many of these studies were performed using
consecutively manufactured tools which by their very nature are expected to contain more similarity than
tools manufactured otherwise. These studies do demonstrate that the Theory of Identification is sound and
has a scientific basis.
Schwartz highlights several articles to demonstrate the severity of the issue. In doing so, she takes
many out of context and relies on secondary resources instead of going to the original. When addressing
that there are some identifications that may be missed due to a small sample size, such as a fragment,
Schwartz cites a list of questions developed by Murdock as a source. Specifically, she writes,
See e.g., John E. Murdock…(stating that a “considerable amount of agreement” among
striated toolmarks made by different tools is especially likely to be found “if the width of
the mark being compared is quite small [say, two millimeters or less]”)…13
The implication here is clear. If the tool marks are small, on the order of 2mm or less, then one can
expect considerable agreement likely leading to false identifications. However, Murdock was a secondary
source with regard to this issue of 2mm, not the primary source which he cited as a reference. The primary
source of Butcher and Pugh simply set this 2mm size as a standard point for the study that was to be
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undertaken. At no point did they suggest that there would be a higher likelihood of considerable agreement
in marks less than 2mm wide.14
Schwartz continues to emphasize the “significance of these problems” by citing statistics from
some well known studies in the discipline. She writes,
The significance of these problems is illustrated by findings that up to 25% of the striae
in toolmarks made by different screwdrivers of the same brand matched, while the
percentage increased to 28% when comparing toolmarks made by different bolt cutters of
the same brand. Similarly, in a classic, statistical empirical study in 1955, Alfred A.
Biasotti found that 15 to 20% of the striae on bullets fired from different .38 Special
Smith & Wesson revolvers matched. 15
The review of the primary sources produces a different perspective than that offered by Schwartz.
The 25% correspondence was in a single KNM comparison16, the 28% was the highest of 880 KNM
comparisons in which only three approached the figure of 28%17, and Biasotti found that the percentage of
matching lines should not be used as an indicator of same source18. If not already aware, the reader should
know that because of these issues with the potential for an unusually high percentage of matching lines in a
known, non-match situation, the straight percentage of matching lines is not the commonly accepted
practice in the relevant scientific field.
Schwartz concludes her argument by citing a “study”19 by Joseph Masson20, who happened to be
the tool mark expert involved in the aforementioned United States. v. Kain. In this discussion the author
displays a lack of fuller understanding of the purpose of the IBIS system and how it works. She also
highlights the Masson “study” making it look like a treatise on the subject when it is nothing more than a
14
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one-page technical note once two photographs and the abstract is removed. In no way is there an attempt to
belittle the offering made by Mr. Masson to the scientific community, but to characterize his contribution
as a “study,” offers it far more credibility than it deserves.
If one were to read Masson’s article one will quickly observe that the entire point of the article
was to encourage firearms examiners to use IBIS as a tool to gain even more familiarity with known nonmatch comparisons. As already stressed, such comparisons are vital because it is through these
comparisons that firearm and tool mark examiners establish their baseline for their own criterion for
identification.
Schwartz mischaracterizes what little was offered. She writes,
…finding that as the IBIS data base grew for guns of a particular caliber, increasing
similarities were discovered in the individual characteristics of tool marks on ammunition
components known to have been fired by different guns of that caliber. The similarities
between known non-matching tool marks were sometimes so great [emphasis added] that
even under a comparison microscope, it was difficult to tell the tool marks apart and not
erroneously attribute them to the same gun [emphasis added].21
This statement has great implications. However, it would have been much more accurate to quote
Masson in lieu of offering an inaccurate paraphrase. Here is what Masson offered.
As the database grew within a particular caliber, 9mm for instance, there were a number
of known non-matched test fires from different firearms that were coming up near the top
of the candidate list. When retrieving these known non-matches on the comparison
screen, there were numerous two dimensional similarities. When using a comparison
microscope, these similarities are still present and it is difficult to eliminate comparisons
even though we know they are from different firearms.22
The use of the words, “so great” is not supported by Masson’s statement. In addition, the author’s
characterization of Masson’s conclusion is not quite what the author said.
As a final statement with regard to this particular issue of IBIS, the system has never been offered
as a means of “computerized firearms identification”23 or as implied by Masson in the title of his article.
IBIS is a tool, similar to the AFIS system used by the fingerprint community. This tool is designed to
search a database of information and offer the examiner an opportunity to compare two items that may
share a common source.
The author uses this opportunity to open discussion about the databases that do and do not exist.
She writes that,
Masson’s study implies that, due to the absence of non-firearms toolmark databases and
the incomplete databases for firearms toolmarks, misidentifications are likely to
[emphasis added] result because examiners underestimate the possible similarities
between the individual characteristics of toolmarks made by different tools.24
A full read of the article will quickly show that Masson never implied any of this statement.
Furthermore, only the last part of the statement can be considered true by removing “are likely to” with
“can.” This paraphrase is the opinion of the author, not supported to any extent by Masson’s study.
Furthermore, if there is a study showing a direct link between the absence, or incompleteness, of databases
and the likelihood of an examiner to underestimate the possible similarities between tools, I have yet to see
one.
The issue of identification criteria is a central one for any identification discipline including
firearms and tool mark identification. It is expected that tool marks having different origins will have
coincident similarity. A multitude of studies in combination with training, education and experience
21
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demonstrates that this is not an insurmountable obstacle. Furthermore, the relevant scientific community
has developed a theory of identification that deals with this issue in a concise and testable format.
2.

The Potential for Subclass Characteristics is Discernible

Knowledge and study of manufacturing processes of tools in combination with the many studies
addressing the issue of subclass characteristics assist a trained and qualified examiner to easily discern their
potential for interference in comparative casework. Schwartz sums up the potential difficulty very well in
the very first sentence in her discussion with regard to the issue of subclass characteristics. She writes, “A
tool may also be wrongly identified as the source of a toolmark it did not produce if an examiner confuses
subclass characteristics shared by more than one tool with individual characteristics unique to one and only
one tool.”25 She continues with an analogy of fingerprints and DNA. However, since neither deals with
subclass characteristics in a manner even approaching that of tool mark identification; their inclusion is
irrelevant and only muddies the waters.
In her discussion, Schwartz acknowledges that, “…wear and tear on some tools may cause the
subclass characteristics on their toolmarks to be completely replaced by individual characteristics…” while
warning that “…subclass characteristics may persist alongside individual characteristics.”26 In support of
this statement Miller’s article27 is referenced with Schwartz paraphrasing, “…finding both subclass and
individual characteristics on the striated toolmarks on both land and groove impressions of bullets fired by
used guns.”28 Not offered was Miller’s contention that a correct identification of the bullets would not be
affected by the presence of subclass characteristics and that it was difficult to find areas where subclass
characteristics were even an issue.29
Schwartz then goes on to criticize firearm and tool mark examiners for seemingly ignoring this
very evident problem.
Despite their knowledge of this variation, firearms and toolmark examiners have not
formulated any generalizations or statistics about which types of tools can be expected to
produce toolmarks with subclass or individual characteristics when they are newly
manufactured. Nor have they developed statistics or generalizations about the rate(s) at
which subclass characteristics on toolmarks produced by various types of tools can be
expected to be replaced and/or joined by individual characteristics.
Firearms and toolmark examiners have also failed to develop any rules for distinguishing
between subclass and individual characteristics. To avoid confusing subclass
characteristics shared by more than one tool with individual characteristics unique to one
and only one tool, examiners can only rely on their personal familiarity with types of
forming and finishing processes and their reflections in toolmarks.30
Four charges are leveled against the discipline in the above passage. The first is that no
generalizations exist with regard to which types of tools might produce subclass characteristics when newly
manufactured. The second is that no statistics or generalizations have been made regarding when subclass
characteristics might be replaced or joined by individual characteristics. The third is that rules for
25
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distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics do not exist. The fourth is that a limitation
exists because examiners can only rely on their personal familiarity with finishing processes and how they
impact the tool surface. These will be handled in turn.
a.
Generalizations Do Exist With Regard to the Potential for Subclass Characteristics on Newly
Manufactured Tools
Beginning as early as 1949, there has been recognition of potential subclass issues when
comparing tool marks produced by different tools which has resulted in well defined generalizations and
applications in comparative casework. Schwartz makes the assertion that we have not, “formulated any
generalizations [emphasis added] or statistics about which types of tools can be expected to produce
toolmarks with subclass or individual characteristics when they are newly manufactured.”31 Miller’s article
that previously cited by Schwartz contradicts that very statement.32
Miller’s is not the only article in which subclass issues were identified and connected with the tool
working process from which they emanated. In a recent study published in 2004, 19 different references
were cited that were of import to the definition, recognition and interpretation of subclass characteristics.33
In 1949, Churchman observed subclass characteristics on bullets that had been fired from
consecutively made, broach-cut rifled, rifle barrels.34 In 1975, Skolrood made similar observations when
examining three similar barrels though now being manufactured by a company different than when
Churchman did his study.35 Although not designated as subclass characteristics. Lomoro observed “family
characteristics” on bullets fired from different guns. This carryover was only on the groove impressions and
attributed to a worn or very poor rifling tool used to cut the grooves.36
These three studies alone demonstrate how one can move from generalizations to specific
application. These three studies linked subclass characteristics on groove impressions with broach or
otherwise cut rifling. In cut rifling, the metal of the barrel (grooves only) is cut away by a sharp bladed tool.
If the surface of this tool responsible for the cutting has an imperfection it can be transferred to the cut
surface. This imperfection can be transferred to the surface of the next barrel in sequence to be cut if the
imperfection is durable and does not change. If one were to examine a cast of the bore of a firearm, such
characteristics would have to exist for the entire length of the cut surface. If a certain characteristic
appeared after the cut surface had already started, then it would be an imperfection caused by the current
process. If it disappeared before the end of the cut surface, then it is gone and by definition of its absence
cannot be passed onto the next cut surface. Therefore, the only characteristics capable of being defined as
subclass would be those that persist for the entire length of the cut surface. In this case we have moved
from a generalization to a specific application and understanding of distinguishing between subclass and
individual characteristics.37
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Murdock recognized a significant issue in that some barrels were not formed with a cutting
process but a swaging process.38 In such a process, the barrel is drilled (leaving tool marks perpendicular to
the axis of bullet travel) and a button is passed down the barrel. Having a negative impression of the rifling,
the button actually pushes metal out of the way, forming the rifling instead of cutting it. Such a process is
significantly different than the cutting approach because in a swaging method no metal is removed.
Qualified and trained examiners consider the process. When a button is passed down a barrel, it
does so under a tremendous amount of pressure. As such it tends to polish tool marks that are already
present (from the drilling process) and not impart any other markings except those that appear as
imperfections on the portion of the button itself that comes into actual contact with the bore. This particular
issue was observed to be taking place when Matty examined bullets from barrels produced from one
button-rifled blank (one long button rifled barrel sectioned into three smaller barrels).39
Biasotti addresses both of these general types of rifling methods (cut and swage). He offers
reasoning as to why subclass characteristics are not necessarily common and offers some appropriate words
of caution to an examiner.40 In a study of the same broach-cut rifled barrels used by Biasotti in his CMS
study41, Tulleners and Hamiel examined both lead and jacketed bullets specifically for subclass
characteristics and found them present on only some barrels and none on land impressions.42
In addition to barrels, those parts of the firearm that can come into contact with the cartridge case
have also been studied and can be used to aid in our discussion of subclass characteristics. One of the first
was a study performed on consecutively manufactured Smith & Wesson firing pins.43 It was observed that
the circumferential tool marks on the surface of the firing pins, caused by their being turned in a lathe,
displayed remarkable similarity among the firing pins. As a result, firearm and tool mark examiners are
aware that such marks are not wholly reliable for identification to a specific firearm.
Breech face marks can be cut, milled or stamped. In each instance, subclass characteristics may be
produced.44,45,46,47 As a result of such studies, firearm and tool mark examiners are alerted to the
38
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generalization that such processes can result in subclass characteristics. Marks, apart from those produced
by the manufacturer, are commonly used for identifications for this very reason. In addition, when
suspicion of subclass is high and cannot be resolved, examiners will routinely look to other marks, such as
chamber marks, that are not as susceptible to subclass influence.
Advances in technology have included the use of computer numerical controlled (CNC)
machining for more efficient tooling of various tools, including parts of firearms.48 Despite observing
subclass characteristics on bolt faces that were broach cut through the use of CNC machining, each of the
bolt faces was unique enough to permit individualization.49 In a similar study involving anvil marks on .22
caliber cartridge case rims, the author observed significant subclass characteristics to exist on the breech
end (not the bore but the actual rear face of the barrel) on consecutively machined barrels.50
Ten consecutively made extractors were recently studied for potential for subclass
characteristics.51 In this study it was observed that there was significant persistence of subclass
characteristics on two of the machined surfaces of the extractor. Detailed with photographs, the study
demonstrated the importance of not only the presence of subclass characteristics but, also, the importance
of understanding how tools and surfaces interact to determine if the subclass characteristics, while present,
are even relevant. Specifically,
Two of the extractor surfaces exhibited significant subclass carryover among all ten
extractors. One of the surfaces was on the beveled surface on the forward edge of the
extractor hook…. The other surface was on the underside of the hook, limited to the area
adjacent to the beveled surface at the base of the channel of the extractor hook…. Yet,
results demonstrate that the presence of such subclass characteristics did not have any
impact on the ability to distinguish between marks produced by each of the ten extractors.
One likely reason is the ridge that is formed on the corners to which these surfaces are
adjacent. … they [ridges] protrude away from the flat and beveled surfaces of the hook
and are the common result of tooling different surfaces that share a common corner. It is
apparent that these ridges are having a significant impact on the tool marks produced by
the extractor, so much so that the issue of significant subclass characteristics is negated
[emphasis added].52
Tools other than firearms have also been studied. In 1968, Burd and Kirk demonstrated that if the
tips of screwdrivers are not subsequently finished, such as by grinding, then the stamping or die process
used to manufacture them could be a source of subclass characteristics.53 While subclass characteristics
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were not observed on the teeth of consecutively broach cut pliers, Cassidy observes that in the normal use
of the tool at present concern, they would not have been relevant anyway.54
In some instances molds are used to produce items of comparative value. In such instances it is
important to understand the molding process and how such marks may persist across many items from a
single mold55 or across several molds produced from a single master mold.56
It cannot be stressed enough that it is important to not only understand the potential of a tool
surface to have subclass characteristics, but, also, the action of the tool on an object. Such sentiments were
evident in studies performed by Thompson when dealing with stamped and painted breech faces of Lorcin
pistols57 and Moran when dealing with lips on an ammunition magazine.58 In this latter article there is detail
concerning manufacture, potential for subclass, and potential for transference of such marks to a cartridge
case.
In summary, nineteen studies have been offered detailing issues of subclass characteristics from
which well-trained and competent firearm and tool mark examiners may draw generalizations regarding the
potential for subclass influence on the specific evidence with which he or she is concerned. None of these
found reference in Schwartz’s article.59
b.
Rate of Change Regarding When Subclass Characteristics Might be Replaced or Joined by
Individual Characteristics is Not Relevant in Practice
Statistics or generalizations about the rate of change regarding when subclass characteristics might
be replaced or joined by individual characteristics have not been offered because in conscientious practice,
it is not relevant. It has already been demonstrated that there is sufficient literature upon which an examiner
can base generalizations about tool working surfaces for their potential for subclass. Then, the potential for
transference is assessed based on tool action. If the individual examiner finds that there is potential for the
presence and transference of subclass characteristics such features simply should not be exclusively used
for individualization to a particular tool. A conscientious examiner should concede the point made by
Schwartz, being as conservative as possible, and not consider the possibility that subclass characteristics
may have changed. Instead, individualizations to a particular tool will be made on other features that the
examiner is confident do not include subclass characteristics.
c.

Rules for Distinguishing Between Subclass and Individual Characteristics Do Exist

There exists a tremendous amount of background and literature upon which examiners routinely
rely to assess surfaces for the purpose of distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics.
One need only examine many of the aforementioned articles detailing the issue of subclass characteristics
to discover this. Therefore, the third charge leveled at the discipline, “Firearms and toolmark examiners
have also failed to develop any rules for distinguishing between subclass and class characteristics”60 is
simply not true.
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Most specifically, Tulleners and Hamiel provided such direction in their article, citing a letter from
Biasotti who wrote,
That the occurrence of subclass characteristics in rifled firearm barrels is a rare event that
can be easily determined by direct inspection of the rifling or a barrel cast; and where the
barrel or barrel cast is not available, by applying a more conservative criteria in
determining common origin.61
d.

Examiners Must be Knowledgeable with Tool Finishing Processes and Their Effects

Examiners must be knowledgeable with regard to tool finishing processes and their effects on the
resultant tool surfaces and the wealth of published information and studies helps to fulfill this requirement.
Therefore, the fourth charge is that “examiners can only rely on their personal familiarity with types of
forming and finishing processes and their reflections in toolmarks”62 is only partially true. As has just been
demonstrated through the extensive reliance on resources and other references in the literature, there is
much for the examiner to reply upon.
Furthermore, there is not one conscientious firearms and tool mark examiner who would suggest
that personal familiarity with tool finishing processes and their effects on tool surfaces is anything but vital
to the proper understanding of subclass characteristics. Without such knowledge and appreciation of
manufacturing techniques examiners would have no way of ascertaining if subclass characteristics could
exist. With such knowledge, examiners can articulate that they do (if they do), how they are formed, and
the relevance of them for this particular case at hand.
A review of the remainder of Schwartz’s argument with regard to subclass characteristics finds
references that were inaccurately paraphrased. This includes discussion of why the AFTE formed the
Criteria for Identification Committee63, proficiency testing results published by Collaborative Testing
Services (CTS)64, and a review article by Eckerman65. Schwartz also cites Biasotti and Murdock in which
61

Supra note 42, at 121.
Supra note 2, at 9.
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Citing Bruce Moran’s work in footnote 29 on page 10 (Moran, B. “A Report on the AFTE Theory of
Identification and Range of Conclusions for Tool Mark Identification and Resulting Approaches to
Casework.” AFTE Journal Vol. 34, No. 2, pp. 227-235.) Schwartz writes, “The danger is that
misidentifications will result from confusing subclass with individual characteristics is real, not theoretical.
In the 1980’s this type of confusion was discovered to have produced misidentifications of striated
toolmarks. In response, members of the Association of Firearms and Toolmark Examiners (“AFTE”)
formed the Criteria for Identification Committee.” (Supra note 2, at 10.) A review of Moran’s work
demonstrates that the paraphrase was inaccurate. Reading Moran’s review of the history, the reason for the
formation of the committee was given as well as the recognition that misidentifications were the reason.
Whether those misidentifications were due to subclass is not known based on Moran’s work. Specifically,
Moran writes, “In the 1980’s some striated toolmark mis-identifications resulting from a poor
understanding of toolmark criteria for identification were experienced. An increasing need to address
problems of applying subjective criteria became apparent. As a result of this need, a group of AFTE
members formed the Criteria for Identification Committee (CFID Committee) in 1985 to investigate the
problems and find solutions” (Moran, at 227).
64
Supra note 2, at 10. Specifically, “Invoking laboratory policy that identifications cannot be reached
unless the suspect firearm is examined to eliminate the possibility of subclass characteristics, test takers
have refused to make identifications in the absence of a gun.” Reviewing the tests cited by Schwartz (CTS
Test Reports for Test Numbers 03-526 and 03-527), nowhere in the additional comments does it state that
an individual invoked laboratory policy. The closest to this is when CTS made this assumption in their own
summary of conclusions, “Many of the latter responses [concluding inconclusive results when the actual
evidence was fired in different weapons] may be due to laboratory policy requiring the actual firearm and
some history before reporting an elimination.” (CTS, Inc. “Firearms Examination Test No. 03-526
Summary Report,” 3 at http://www.collaborativetesting.com/reports/2326_web.pdf last visited June 21,
2005). Again, this was an assumption by CTS. Not only that, it dealt with the issue of eliminations, not
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they discuss that the goals and concerns of tool manufacturers are not necessarily always in line with our
desire to see individual marks.66 Not offered was the cautionary conclusion that Biasotti and Murdock drew
from this observation when they wrote, “[As a result] The firearms and toolmark examiner must be alert to
the possibility that evidence toolmarks may have been produced by a tool working surface having subclass
characteristics.”67
The author discusses a very legitimate concern of the firearms and tool mark identification
discipline, that of subclass characteristics. However, unlike the impression with which Schwartz leaves the
reader, there is a vast amount of literature dealing with this very issue. Furthermore, firearm and tool mark
examiners are very aware of the issue and are in a position to evaluate submitted evidence for the potential
of subclass characteristics. Finally, they are also in a position to evaluate the specific action of the tool on
the substrate to determine the relevance of any subclass characteristics that may be present.
3.
Changes of Characteristics on Tool Surfaces Does Not Render Firearms and Tool Mark
Identification Impotent
It is important to understand that it has never been asserted that characteristics on tool working
surfaces would not change and that this change does not necessarily negate the potential for a qualified
examiner to examine two tool marks and determine that they were produced by the same source. Schwartz
asserts otherwise, citing this fact as a “barrier in the way of firearms and toolmark identification’s goal of
individualization.”68 Others have expressed similar concerns.69
subclass characteristics. In a review of the published comments made by laboratories in that specific test,
the issue of subclass characteristics was mentioned. Comments included, “A cast of the firearm’s breech
face would have been taken to rule out any sub-class characteristics from the similar ammunition used for
tests in this comparison.” In addition, another reported “I would want to examine the tool working surfaces
of the firearms in order to eliminate the possibility of subclass carryover.” Comments made in the second
of the tests offered by Schwartz included this mention of subclass characteristics, “Subclass characteristics
in the GEA’s are ruled out.” (CTS, Inc. “Firearms Examination Test No. 03-527 Summary Report,” 35 at
http://www.collaborativetesting.com/reports/2327_web.pdf last visited June 21, 2005). The final results of
these proficiency tests might also be of interest to the reader. In CTS Test 03-526 there were no
misidentifications out of a total of 246 responses that associated a cartridge case as having been fired from
a firearm from which it was not fired. In CTS Test 03-527 there were 4 misidentifications, wrongly
identifying a bullet as having been fired from a particular firearm when in fact it was not. This was from a
response base of 116 where the general feedback regarding the test as being very difficult and that the
actual firearm was strongly desired.
65
Supra note 2, at 11. Schwartz writes, “Changes in manufacturing processes are likely [emphasis added]
to increase the risk of misidentifications resulting from the confusion of subclass with individual
characteristics.” As support for this statement she references and quotes Eckerman’s article, quoting
directly that, “[a]s tool manufacturers minimize the steps necessary to produce tools in an effort to become
more efficient and economical, the possibility for tools produced with similar characteristics increases.”
(Eckerman, S. “A Study of Consecutively Manufactured Chisels.” AFTE Journal, Vol. 34, No. 4, Fall
2002, 379.) A review of Eckerman’s article clearly demonstrates that this statement was made in the
introduction part of her report, in the context of developing a hypothesis to be tested. Eckerman also said
(on the very same page that this statement can be found) that, “Results showed that each ground chisel
produced individual and identifying characteristics, and that there was no carry-over of features due to the
finishing process between consecutively finished tools. Consecutively forged and trimmed tools did possess
similar features prior [emphasis added because in casework we are dealing with finished tools] to a
grinding step.” (Eckerman, 379)
66
Supra note 2, at 11, n. 33.
67
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Volume 3. St. Paul: West, 2002, 501.
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The surface of a tool will change over time but, it is important to understand that this does not
make identification unreliable. This is true for two reasons. The first is that it is through use that a tool will
continue to acquire individual characteristics that are vital to the comparative identification process. It has
been established that under most circumstances even consecutively made tool marks will not produce
identical marks. Yet, there will be sufficient similarity such that the similarity would not be confused with
that expected in a known non-match situation. That is why the conscientious examiner will examine a
multitude of tool marks, made by different and the same tools, to develop a criterion for identification as
specified in the aforementioned AFTE Theory of Identification. This theory accounts for these differences
as do the many studies that affirm the scientific reliability of firearm and tool mark identification.
The second is that were the change of a tool surface so rapid as to change from mark to mark (or
bullet to bullet) then attempts at identification would be pointless. However, aside from possibly the first
series of bullets fired from a newly manufactured barrel, published studies have shown otherwise.
Hamby test fired 501 bullets in a 5.56 NATO caliber, M16A1 military rifle. 70 Approximately
40,000 other rounds had been previously fired through this barrel. Every effort to make the conditions as
deleterious as possible including test firing as rapidly as possible. The first bullet and every hundredth after
that was collected for comparison. Although some differences were observed there was sufficient similarity
of individual markings to permit a conclusion that the first and last bullets were fired in the same firearm.
Biasotti performed a limited study that examined the effects of lead build-up in a .22 caliber
barrel.71 He demonstrated that lead buildup in a barrel from successive fires of lead bullets can cause
markings to change such that cleaning of the barrel with a solvent and brush may be necessary to remove
the deleterious effect of the leading. He concluded that the best reproducibility was between bullets fired
with similar bore conditions.
Shem and Striupaitis performed a study of 501 test fires from a Raven, .25 Auto caliber, semiautomatic pistol.72 The first and every tenth set of test fires were recovered with comparison between the
first and every fiftieth set of test fires. A gradual change of the individual characteristics on the bullets was
observed. However, it was still possible to conclude that the first and last bullets were fired from the same
firearm. With regard to the cartridge cases, the individual markings within the breech face markings were
sufficient to permit a conclusion that the first and last test fired cartridge cases were fired in the same
firearm.
In a study similar to Biasotti’s, Kirby examined the effect of firing 900 cartridges from a .455
caliber Smith & Wesson revolver on individual markings produced on cartridge cases and bullets.73 Lead
bullets were fired through the barrel and the firearm was not cleaned during the test. With regard to the
cartridge cases, firing pin impressions and breech face markings on the first and last test fired cartridge
cases showed no significant difference, such that it could be concluded that each was fired in the same
firearm. The bullets revealed a different situation. The author found no difficulty in determining that the
first and twenty-fifth bullets were fired in the same firearm. Indeed, some differences were being noted by
the fiftieth test fired bullet but the coarser individual striations showed little to no change. Twenty-five
bullets later it could not be concluded that the first and 75th bullets fired were fired from the same gun.
There was some similarity, but it was insufficient for an unequivocal identification. Further testing showed
that test fired bullets #125 and #150 showed sufficient similarity to conclude that they were fired in the
same firearm. It is apparent that the continual firing of lead bullets without cleaning has a deleterious effect
on the bore condition. This has been well established in the literature prior to this study. However, like
Biasotti’s study, those bullets fired with similar bore conditions could be compared and a conclusion
reached that they were fired from the same firearm.
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In 1983, several authors collaborated on a study of 5,000 full metal jacketed, .45 ACP caliber
bullets fired from a M1911A1 semi-automatic pistol.74 Every tenth test fired bullet and cartridge case was
recovered for comparison. With regard to the test fired cartridge cases, the breech face marks showed no
significant change with slight form variations of the firing pin and extractor. They observed that the ejector
marks changed at a relatively rapid rate. With regard to bullets, it was observed that while some land
impressions showed a faster relative change of some individual markings than others, a conclusion that the
two bullets were fired from the same firearm was possible through all 5,000 test fired bullets.
Interested in ejector marks, Schecter and colleagues performed a study in which they fired 7,100
cartridges in a 5.56x45mm Galil rifle.75 They observed change within the first several test fires, but once
the ejector had seemingly stabilized, the ejector marks on test fired cartridge cases 9 and 7060 showed
sufficient individual similarity to permit a conclusion that the same ejector was responsible for producing
the mark.
Most recently, Doelling reported on the persistence of individual markings over the course of 4000
test-fired bullets.76 He was able to determine that the first and last test-fired bullets could be identified as
having been fired from the same firearm.
Hall also addressed this issue when he desired to determine the persistence of tool marks produced
by bolt cutters.77 When the marks were produced in lead, Hall saw no difference in marks produced by any
of the bolt cutters to a maximum of 25 cuts. This was the maximum number of cuts produced. He did
notice a difference in markings when the bolt cutters were used to cut lock shackles, but he indicated that
this appeared to be more of an issue of the shackle hardness creating reproducibility problems.
In summarizing her concern with regard to the permanence of tool marks, Schwartz writes,
As a consequence of the impermanence of toolmarks, differences between evidence and
test toolmarks will sometimes be correctly attributed to changes in the surfaces of the
suspect tool between the time the evidence and test toolmarks were made. At other times,
such an attribution will be wrong; the evidence and test toolmarks differ because the
source of the evidence mark was a tool similar, but not identical to the suspect tool.78
It would have bee more accurate to state that, “as a consequence of the impermanence of tool
marks, differences between evidence and test tool marks will exist” and end the sentence at that point. The
rest of the concern is dealt with in the AFTE Theory of Identification where the examiner is exhorted to be
mindful of the significance of the combination of differences and similarities.
It is recognized that a tool surface will change over time. However, the suggestion that
individualization to a specific tool is therefore invalid is not an appropriate extension of the concern. The
issue has been recognized and studied within the discipline. There will be differences in individual detail
from mark to mark produced by the same tool. But, the change is neither rapid enough to devalue firearms
and tool marks as an identification science, nor is it necessarily significant enough such that an
identification criteria based on similarities cannot be established. Furthermore, the worst possible scenario
is that a particular mark will not be able to be associated with the tool from which it was made because the
working surface of the tool has changed thereby not permitting identification.79
This concludes a review of three very critical issues specifically dealing with the value of firearms
and tool mark identification as an identification science. Schwartz refers to these issues as “central pitfalls
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in firearms and toolmark identification.”80 Her argument is unrepresentative of the available literature
published by the relevant scientific community. Furthermore, based on a review of that literature her claims
are found to lack general support. While some legitimate questions were posed with respect to uniqueness
of tool marks, her answers to those questions were not credible.
B.

The Scientific Basis for Firearms and Tool Mark Identification Has Been Validated

As the preceding discussion has highlighted the primary question of firearms and tool mark
examiners of whether it possible to distinguish between tool marks produced by different tools has been
empirically tested and validated. It is possible. There are some difficulties discussed. Rather than being
insurmountable obstacles discipline wide, they have been shown to limit a conscientious examiner’s ability
in some instances to make a determination whether two marks were or were not produced by the same tool.
An example is subclass characteristics. At times they may be a very significant issue. Most times, they are
not. The studies have demonstrated that.
Schwartz claims that it is necessary to have empirical statistical foundations, drawing once again
on the DNA analogy. Her claim is lack of an adequate database in part disqualifies all firearm and tool
mark evidence from being held admissible. If she is relying on her analogy as a basis for support then it
rapidly disintegrates when one understands irreconcilable differences between the two disciplines.
The first is that firearms and tool mark identification relies on individual marks to render the final
conclusion. However, “DNA identification as practiced worldwide relies entirely on subclass
characteristics – a small number of discrete marks at a small number of fixed locations.”81 Statistics are
inherently necessary for DNA identification because there has to be some way of determining the
frequency with which a combination of subclass characteristics will exists within the population. Not so for
firearms and tool mark identification.
In addition, her argument throughout this section lacks coherency. It draws heavily on a discussion
of consecutive matching striations (CMS) as an alternative comparative method to a traditional pattern
matching method when such a dichotomy does not even exist. It will be important to discuss many of
Schwartz’s points because in making them she errs critically in a fuller understanding of the issues at hand,
severely mischaracterizes the available literature, and neglects a good portion of available published
literature.
That being said, it is important not to be neglectful of a very good question. That question is
whether statistics have a potential role in the discipline and if so, in what form should those take. Such a
question is healthy for the discipline to consider and a discussion of such consideration will be offered.
1.

The AFTE Theory of Identification Does Not Support Claims of Absolute Individualization

Despite claims by prominent practitioners that individualization is not an unreasonable extension
of the discipline the AFTE Theory of Identification does not make claims of absolute individualization.
Schwartz claims otherwise. In the introduction of her article she writes,
The expert testimony in the case, United States v. Kain, was typical [emphasis added] of
that offered by firearms and toolmark examiners. The goal of the forensic science
discipline of firearms and toolmark identifications is to identify particular tools, such as a
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bolt cutter or the barrel of a particular gun, as the unique source of marks on crime scene
evidence, such as a fence or a fired bullet.82
The AFTE Theory of Identification, a statement of the relevant scientific community, does not
make a claim of absoluteness. As mentioned, at no point did Schwartz quote or even paraphrase this
critically important statement. The AFTE Theory of Identification states, “The statement that “sufficient
agreement” exists between the two toolmarks means that the likelihood another tool could have made the
mark is so remote as to be considered a practical impossibility.”83 This is not a statement of absoluteness.
She also mischaracterizes the role of the AFTE and current practice within the discipline. She
states that,
The denial of the need to determine the statistical significance of “matches” is implicit in
the restrictions that the Association of Firearms and Toolmark Examiners has set on
examiners’ conclusions. In accordance with the AFTE Range of Conclusions, examiners
in the United States may only (1) identify a particular tool as the source of the
toolmark(s) found on an object; (2) eliminate a particular tool as the source; (3) conclude
that the comparison of test and evidence toolmarks is inconclusive, or (4) conclude that
the evidence toolmark is unsuitable for comparison. [Emphasis is the author’s]84
AFTE does offer a Range of Conclusions based on the AFTE Theory of Identification.85 However,
unlike what Schwartz implied to the reader this range is “encouraged” and not “required.” The actual
statement of conclusions is based in individual laboratory policy which may or may not choose to accept
the AFTE model. To suggest that examiners in the United States are under these restrictions implies that
there is a distinct difference in what other nations offer. Quite the contrary as AFTE is an international
organization in which there are members from various countries in Europe, Africa, The Middle East, Asia,
Australia, New Zealand, Northern America, and Southern America. This encouragement is expressed to all
examiners, worldwide. Finally, the language of how identifications are defined is in line with the AFTE
Theory of Identification in which there is no claim of absoluteness. Therefore, the implication that the
range of conclusions has examiners identifying “the” tool is a mischaracterization.
Despite the official published position of the AFTE, Schwartz’s point that testimony of firearm
and tool mark examiners is typical in that claims of absolute identity are made cannot be denied. For
purposes of clarity, examiners should communicate that conclusions of identity are reached because the
chances of another tool producing the same mark are so remote that for practical purposes it can be
ignored.86
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The issue at the root of this is not a new one. Kirk recognized this question of absolute identity
versus practical identity as a source of much “quibbling of attorneys with expert witnesses.”87 Emphasizing
this distinction and the importance of clear articulation, Kirk writes,
In all matters involved in the examination and interpretation of physical evidence, the
term identity must be understood to signify practical and determinable identity only. If
necessary, the witness must be very willing to admit that he has not and cannot ever
establish absolute identity, and in fact there is no such thing when applied to tangible
objects.88
Furthermore, Kirk cautions that “accurate identification must rest on a proper basis of training, experience,
technical knowledge and skill and an understanding of the fundamental nature of identity itself. It should
not be attempted without this kind of background, either by the police officer or the amateur.”89
In 1991, David Stoney discussed this concept as being analogous to a “leap of faith”90 when
addressing statistics in the framework of fingerprints and (at the time) newly emergent DNA analysis.
Despite her repetitive analogies and contrasts with fingerprints and DNA and her concern in this section
with statistics and absolute identifications, Schwartz makes no reference of Stoney’s work, which focuses
on this very issue.
Stoney’s claim was that we move from a subjective interpretation of the observed characteristics
(in Stoney’s example, it was fingerprints) and declare an absolute identity. Stoney writes,
The conclusions [of a fingerprint examiner] are accepted and supported as subjective;
very convincing, undoubtedly valid, but subjective. In fingerprint comparisons, the
examiner notes the details in the patterns of the ridges. Beginning with a reference point
in one pattern, a corresponding point in a second pattern is sought. From this initial point
the examiner then seeks neighboring details that correspond in their form, position, and
orientation. These features have an extreme variability that is readily appreciated
intuitively, and which becomes objectively obvious upon detailed study. When more and
more corresponding features are found between two patterns, scientist and lay person
alike become subjectively certain that the patterns could not be possibly duplicated by
chance. What has happened here is somewhat analogous to a leap of faith. It is a jump, an
extrapolation, based on the observation of highly variable traits among a few
characteristics, and then considering the case of many characteristics. Duplication is
inconceivable to the rational mind and we conclude that there is an absolute identity.91
Stoney moves on to suggest that trying to “prove uniqueness” is a “ridiculous notion.”92 Using the
discipline of fingerprints he comments, “We hold fingerprint specificity and individuality up as our ideal,
yet this is achieved only through a subjective process. In fingerprint work, we become subjectively
convinced of identity; we do not prove it. And this works just fine. For fingerprints [contrasted with
DNA].”93 He then concludes by saying, “Even without theoretical models and statistics, we can, and do,
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make absolute identifications. We can apply scientific, critical judgment, expert and informed, to make the
subjective determination of identity (or less absolutely, of ‘very very rare’).94
Schwartz claims that in typical testimony of firearm and tool mark examiners, claims of absolute
identity are made. Inherent in this is a recognition (on the part of a typically trained firearm and tool mark
examiner) that should be readily admitted, that not every tool in the world has ever been examined by a
particular examiner nor would there ever be an opportunity to do so. However, the examiner is confident
that such a claim could be made based on his or her training, experience, and the wealth of literature that is
available.
2.

Consecutive Matching Striations is a Means to Articulate Observed Striated Pattern Agreement

Recent literature has helped to clear up an early misconception within the discipline that
consecutive matching striations (CMS) and the traditional pattern matching approaches were different
methods of comparative examination – they are not. CMS is simply a convenient way to communicate with
other examiners the extent of agreement being observed in a striated tool mark comparison.95 Schwartz,
however, does not recognize this in her argument.
Schwartz has linked the traditional approach of firearm and tool mark examiners as being
“subjective” and the CMS approach as being more “objective.”96 Dealing with the issue of objectivity and
subjectivity within the firearms and tool mark discipline, it is important to understand the basic process of
comparison. A comparative examination is a process in which a firearm and tool mark examiner compares
two items, makes observations regarding similarities and differences, and then draws an interpretation
(conclusion) based on observations.
Webster’s dictionary defines objective as, “publicly or intersubjectively observable or verifiable
esp. by scientific methods…of such nature that rational minds agree in holding it real or true or
valid…perceptible to the senses or derived from sense perception.”97 In a situation where two patterns are
being compared, as in a firearm and tool mark situation, the examiner assesses the relative position,
placement, and size of certain characteristics. For example, an examiner may declare two striations to
correspond when they are present in the same relative location from the leading edge, have the same
relative width, and the same relative height.98 All of these are objective observations as another equally
well-trained examiner could look at the same two marks and make similar observations.99
The fact that, aside from using numbers, it may not be easy to communicate does not make the
observations any less objective. For example, if two individuals were to go outside on a cloudless day and
observe that the sky is blue, that is an objective observation. Just because it is not particularly easy to
describe the color blue does not make the observation any less objective.
This is where the concept of consecutive matching striations is helpful. It is a means of describing
the pattern that one is observing. That’s it. The issue of subjectivity enters the discussion because it is the
actual interpretation of the significance of the culmination of objective observations that is subjective. The
individual examiner then compares this collection of objective observations with past training, knowledge
94
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(including available literature100), and experience to determine whether it meets the criteria as set forth in
the AFTE Theory of Identification.
In 1997, Biasotti and Murdock first presented their conservative minimum quantitative criteria for
identification in CMS language, which reads as follows
In three dimensional tool marks when at least two different groups of at least three
consecutive matching striae appear in the same relative position, or one group of six
consecutive matching striae are in agreement in an evidence tool mark compared to a test
tool mark. In two dimensional tool marks when at least two groups of at least five
consecutive matching striae appear in the same relative position, or one group of eight
consecutive matching striae are in agreement in an evidence tool mark compared to a test
tool mark. For these criteria to apply, however, the possibility of subclass characteristics
must be ruled out.101
Based on the previous discussion it can be readily discerned that their language simply communicates the
correspondence necessary to exceed the best known non-match as specified in the AFTE Theory of
Identification. Several studies have examined the appropriateness of these quantitative criteria and with a
combined population total of over 6,000 known non-match comparisons (including both two dimensional
and three dimensional tool marks), not one time would there have been a false inclusion based on the
criteria offered by Biasotti and Murdock.102
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Schwartz highlights three concerns regarding the actual practice of using CMS. The first is
concerned with impression evidence, the second with differing counts of CMS runs, and the third with
examination protocol when utilizing CMS. Given an appropriate understanding of CMS, which was not
evident in Schwartz’s discussion, it is easily seen that such concerns are primarily applicable in discussing
the suitability for using CMS as a means of communicating the pattern one is observing. As such they are
not relevant to the issue of scientific basis for firearms and tool mark identification. Therefore, the logical
flow of discussion will not be interrupted to address these matters.103
3.

Extensive Statistical Databases are Not Necessary for Substantiating Scientific Basis

Much confusion in the area of statistical databases for firearms and tool mark identification exists
because of the uneducated and uninformed comparisons with DNA identification, so different from
firearms and tool mark identification that any analogies are intellectually inappropriate. Furthermore, an
examination of the typical arguments proposing such databases demonstrate a lack of fuller understanding
of the real relevant issue at hand – it is not necessarily the tool itself, but, rather, the manufacturing process
for the working surface of the tool that is the critical feature in the scientific basis of firearm and tool mark
identification.
In her argument Schwartz emphasizes the actual tool as opposed to the tooling action that was
used to form the working surface of the tool. For example, she states that, “To date, the only other
statistical empirical support for the claimed absence of any realistic chance that CMS criteria will produce
misidentifications consists of published studies of bullet striae and unpublished studies of chisel and knife
toolmarks.”104
By concentrating on discrete populations of tools that share common methods of tool manufacture,
the focus of the criticism is misdirected. Striated tool marks are formed by the movement of the working
surface of the tool against an object. Yet, the striations are actually influenced not by the actual object, but,
rather, the manner in which the working surface of the tool was finished. The rifling process of a barrel
results in metal being cut or swaged. Tools such as screwdrivers might be stamped or stamped with final
grinding. The cutting tips of knives are typically ground. There are only so many ways to finish a tool
surface. And, as it has been already demonstrated, many of them result in random tool marks.105
Schwartz is correct in her contention that CMS may vary because of the size and quality of the
working surface of a particular tool.106 However, it is not relevant. She cited Miller as a source for this
information who does indicate that the number of striations and groups of CMS will be affected by the size
of the tool. However, not in one of those instances, and he did a variety of studies with tool marks of
varying widths (different bullet diameters, different rifling impression widths, etc.) did he find that using
the conservative criteria for identification would result in a false inclusion.107 As another example, in
personal studies of consecutively manufactured knives, the tool size was quite large and there were
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hundreds of striations present. Yet, in no case of known non-match comparisons would the criteria have
permitted a false inclusion.108
Many studies have demonstrated that tool marks produced by different tools can be readily
distinguished. Furthermore, significant work has focused on defining more discretely the identification
criteria by which this is done. The implied need for representative statistical databases for each and every
tool one might encounter is not founded because the science of firearm and tool mark identification is based
on manufacturing methods and an ability to assess and distinguish among the class, subclass and individual
characteristics produced by the tool manufacturing process.
However, that being said it is important not to ignore a pertinent and very relative question. That
question is, “Is there a role for statistics in the discipline of firearms and tool mark identification?” This
attempts to address Schwartz’s concern from a broader perspective. The next section will be devoted to
examining that very question.
4.
The Role of Statistics in Firearms and Tool Mark Identification Has Received Extensive
Continuing Attention by the Community
If statistics has a role in the firearms and tool mark identification discipline, it is most
appropriately directed at the logical question that would emanate from the statement in the AFTE Theory of
Identification that specifies the criteria needed to make an identification and how that identification is
defined. Restating the relevant portion of the AFTE Theory of Identification, it states “The statement that
‘sufficient agreement’ exists between two tool marks means that the agreement is of a quantity and quality
that the likelihood another tool could have made the mark is so remote as to be considered a practical
impossibility.”109 The logical questions to which statistics could be directed is, “How remote is that
practical impossibility?”
Schwartz claims that “Firearms and toolmark examiners do not even attempt to answer this
question.”110 While that may be true in the context of testimony she has personally observed, within the
scope of the published literature it is not. Biasotti made that attempt in his article published in 1959.111 In
1970, Brackett examined the use of various models to study “idealized” striated marks.112 These “idealized”
marks consisted of individual elements within a set of striations defined by position only, without the
additional defining characteristics of width, contour or height. The purpose of these models was to examine
statistical and probabilistic application to striated tool marks.
Blackwell and Framan ran simulated studies based on Brackett’s formulae and models resulting in
numbers similar to those produced by Biasotti in 1959.113 Uchiyama was responsible for another computer
simulation granting greater than practical tolerances for striation correspondence and produced numbers
similar to those of Biasotti.114 In his article he developed a probability equation and a significance level
based on actual, test-fired bullets. Deinet published a study115 the purpose of which was to “calculate the
probability of random occurrence of matches using actual striated tool marks.”116
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There have also been more recent attempts to answer a statistical question. Miller and Neel
evaluated the statistical significance of various runs of consecutive matching striations (CMS) for 1000
comparisons.117 Rocky Stone ventured into a mathematical model to describe the probabilities of impressed
tool marks on a theoretical hammer face.118 Just recently, Collins has offered a follow-up to Stone’s model
by empirically assessing such marks on 20 actual hammer faces.119
The literature indicates that firearm and tool mark examiners have found some usefulness in the
area of statistics. It very well could be that it is because there was early recognition that an examiner, at
best, could individually examine no more than a small fraction of the firearms that actually exist. Yet, using
probabilities, an examiner would still be in a position to discuss the uniqueness of an identification.120
However, there have been dissenters. Deschênes et al would argue no.121 In support of their
contention they cite two objections. The first is that, “statistics never permit to draw conclusions
concerning a particular situation.”122 In support of this they use a weather analogy. “It is not going to rain
just because there are 97% chances that it is going to rain. Statistics do not yield a “cause to effect”
relationship.”123 The second is that a firearms and tool mark examiner is in a better position to interpret the
meaning of what is being observed.124
This article received some relatively rapid criticism.125 The criticism focused on the fact that
statistics does have a role to play and that is in the area of uncertainty. They argue that because the
examiner does not have a complete set of circumstances regarding a particular tool, “…the tool mark
examiner is never in a position to identify a tool. But when considering the whole population of the world,
the expert estimates that the probability of another match is very close to zero, then it is common sense to
declare an identification.”126
Bunch’s article supports a similar view.127 He states that firearm and tool mark examiner have the
goal of determining the likelihood ratio, a Bayesian reference, that a tool mark was made by a particular
tool.128
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Use of the word “likelihood” or phrase “likelihood ratio” implies reference to Bayesian inference
because it specifically deals with measuring likelihood. This is one manner in which the question can be
approached. Indeed, some favor it because it allows for an assessment of more than just the questions of the
comparative results.129 However, a review of some work in which there has been discussion of applicability
to firearms and tool mark identification shows that it does not answer the question as discretely as the
judicial system may like. It is true that numbers representing a likelihood ratio are generated but, the
explanation for what those numbers mean in a real sense leaves the judicial system no closer to real answer
that has much more meaning than what is being offered now.130
A different approach is a more routine probabilistic approach such as that most oft-cited in the
literature. In essence, this latter approach deals with the question, “What are the chances that another tool
made these marks?” Those favoring Bayesian inference would suggest that a more complete answer is
given by the likelihood ratio because prior odds favoring a particular conclusion are factored into a
likelihood ratio. Therefore, they would argue that the discrete “chances that another tool made the mark,”
offers an incomplete picture.
The question of Bayesian versus straight probabilistic statistics has been debated but really not
seen resolution. Two primary articles in support of Bayesian inference used it as a framework to critique
the concept of CMS.131 Strong responses to those articles suggested that the connections being drawn were
not truly legitimate, but, rather, based in a misunderstanding of the concept of CMS and the practice of
those utilizing it.132 Similar misunderstanding is apparent in Schwartz’s argument as she pursued this issue
of statistics.
The potential role for statistics in the firearms and tool mark discipline has been and continues to
be studied unlike the assertion made by Schwartz. While it may have some utility in its current form, the
debate among the relevant scientific community is not completely resolved. However, it is getting a
significant amount of attention.
Given the incomplete picture currently offered by statistics and their potential role in the
discipline, it is recommended that the reader explore the applicability of proficiency testing and error rates
to assist the judicial system in evaluating the validity of the scientific basis for the firearm and tool mark
discipline.
C.
The Role of Proficiency Tests and Error Rates in Practical Determination of Validity of Firearms
and Tool Mark Identification
While less than ideal, proficiency tests can be of value in providing a general indicator of error
rates in firearms and tool mark identification.133 As recognized, individuality cannot be proven because it is
impossible for an examiner to examiner every tool in the world to a tool mark of question. Furthermore,
because of the difficulty in assessing the non-quantitative aspects of firearms and tool mark identification,
statistics cannot wholly answer the question.134 Therefore, proficiency tests can offer to the court a reliable
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practical indicator of how often the profession, using accepted procedures, practices and controls, makes a
false identification.135
Grzybowski et al recognize that even with their limitations, “Collaborative Testing Service (CTS)
is currently the only source of international proficiency testing results in the firearm and toolmark
identification discipline from which a source of potential error rate may be inferred.”136 Given that, the
authors provide a review of the Peterson and Markham data137 in addition to CTS data subsequent to that
examined by Peterson and Markham with the specification that inconclusive conclusions are not
necessarily incorrect or correct.138 Therefore, such inconclusive conclusions will not be deemed as incorrect
responses as was done by Peterson and Markham.
Given this structure of examination Robert Thompson assessed the CTS data for two time periods,
the first 1978 through 1997 (the same as Peterson and Markham) and 1998-2002. The percentage of false
identifications for firearms was 0.9% and 1.0%, respectively. The percentage of false identifications for
tool marks was 1.0% and 1.5%, respectively.139 Based on this evaluation the authors offer the following.
So, what does this mean for the individual examiner? The examiner must first
acknowledge that errors can be made. The examiner must then be prepared to discuss the
CTS tests and their limitations, and recognize that, despite their limitations, they may
offer the court some indication of error. It does not mean, for example, in the instance of
a 1.5% CTS error rate, that every toolmark identification case report is subject to being
right only 98.5% of the time, but rather that for all those respondents, 1.5% made an
incorrect association. Secondly, assuming that the work has been done thoroughly and
the conclusions fully supported by clear and complete notes, it is suggested that
examiners advocate that it’s his/her opinion that he/she has made no error in the case at
hand. It is easier to convince others of this if: 1) he or she has graphically demonstrated
the basis for the opinion with the use of photographs; 2) comprehensive notes have been
taken that fully support the conclusions in the lab report and; 3) the examiner’s work has
been technically peer reviewed and administratively reviewed per ASCLD/LAB
requirements (whether or not the individual’s laboratory participates in this program).
Such actions would serve to further minimize any reasonable chance of error in reaching
a correct conclusion and will be persuasive to those in court responsible for determining
the weight to be accorded the examiner’s testimony.140
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Recent validation studies might also assist in this venue. In 1992, Brundage reported on a study of
ten consecutively step-broached 9mm Luger caliber barrels.141 He provided thirty different laboratories
across the country with pairs of test fires from each of the ten barrels along with fifteen unknowns, with at
least one from each of the ten barrels. In each and every instance the unknowns were properly associated to
the barrel from which they were fired. At the 2003 AFTE Training Seminar Hamby reported that 294
different examiners from 15 countries had examined and compared the bullets without a single instance of
a misidentification.142
A study that involved the ten consecutively manufactured knives was reported in 2003.143 The
authors obtained 10 consecutively manufactured knives and produced a series of test marks and questioned
marks. The final sharpening was accomplished with a 24” diameter grinding wheel. 103 examiners
provided a total of 1030 results (ten questioned marks per examiner). Of the 1030 results, there were 8
errors for a calculated false identification rate of 0.77%.
A third study involved cartridge cases fired using ten Glock pistols.144 The total number of
comparisons conducted was 360 with no errors reported.
A fourth study was directed at assessing the validity of the CMS criteria for two dimensional tool
marks.145 If one considers CMS to be a validate representation of a comparative examination of a striated
tool mark comparison, then it may be of interest to note that of 1000 known non-match comparisons, not
one violated the CMS criteria for two dimensional tool marks.
While valuable, the validation studies provide only a part of the picture. Proficiency tests offer an
assessment of laboratory practice, quality assurance and quality control procedures. In addition, the wide
range of proficiency tests offered involve tools and firearms from a variety of manufacturing methods. In
combination, the material offered provides a good picture of how often the profession will make an
incorrect association.146
D.

Computerized Firearms Identification is a Misnomer

The Integrated Ballistics Identification System (IBIS) is not a means of computerized firearms
identification by a strict usage of the language. In fact, no such system exists as all comparisons are
conducted for final determination not by computers but trained and qualified firearms and tool mark
examiners. Therefore, Schwartz’s assessment of the system and conclusions drawn as a result are both
inaccurate and irrelevant to the issue of validation of firearms and tool mark identification and its
admissibility.
In the introduction to her argument, Schwartz writes, “As will be seen, however, computerization
has not eliminated the risks of misidentifications and missed identifications by firearms as well as toolmark
examiners.”147 The current technology was never intended to even address this issue. The point of the
Integrated Ballistics Identification System (IBIS) is to serve as a computerized database of data and images
from bullets and cartridge cases for rapid searching of these images in an attempt to link cases that might
have otherwise not been linked. As such it is an investigative aid only.148
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Schwartz entered into discussions questioning the accuracy of IBIS and issues involving national
gun registries. Had her assertion regarding IBIS been correct, which it was not, these discussions might
have had limited value. As it is, because her assertion completely mischaracterizes IBIS, these discussions
are of no value. None of the material offered by Schwartz with regard to IBIS truly addresses the
predominant issue of the scientific validation of firearm and tool mark identification or its admissibility.
II.
The Judiciary Appears to Have a Solid Grasp of Critical Elements of Firearms and Tool Mark
Identification
A review of case decisions involving evidence related to firearms and tool mark identification
indicates that the court has a solid grasp on the critical elements regarding the discipline. Many elements
contribute to the court’s understanding regarding of a particular forensic science discipline, chief among
which is the expert witness’s capability to articulate the discipline’s scientific foundations such that the
court is able to understand that there is a solid basis for the proffered testimony. Also important to
understand is that such testimony takes place in a contentious environment. The scientific witness is caught
in the middle of this contentiousness with a supposed goal of impartiality, to let the evidence speak for
itself. Considering that testimony is oft times restricted it is important that the two sides elicit from the
expert witness the important items for a jury to consider by asking intelligent, probing questions.
If nothing else, the article by Schwartz highlights that the various forensic science disciplines
should be probed and examined. Such probing and examination should lead to more intelligent and
complete questioning of a witness such that the court will develop a fuller picture of the interpretations of
the evidence being offered by the witness. That can lead only to better and more sound practice where it
may have been lacking otherwise.
To conclude, as Schwartz does based on her review of case decisions, that the courts do not
understand the critical elements regarding firearms and tool mark identification is inappropriate based on a
more critical review of the case decisions. In opening her discussion, Schwartz states that, “No court,
including the two recent courts that have excluded particular identification testimony, has recognized the
systemic scientific problems with the field.”149 There is an alternative conclusion that is not given, that such
issues have been examined by the court and they have concluded that they do not have the significance
attributed to them by Schwartz. Considering the misunderstanding demonstrated by Schwartz in many of
these issues, it would behoove the reader to give these case decisions a more critical read.
Following will be a review of the case decisions cited by Schwartz with some additional
information being given that was lacking in Schwartz’s presentation. The additional information should
provide a fuller picture thought the fullest can be achieved only through an examination of the decisions.
A.

Firearms Cases

Sexton v. State (2002)150- Court Recognizes Potential Subclass Impact
In this particular case, the court held that while the foundation of the discipline as a whole was
sound, the specific application in this case, e.g., the identification of cartridge cases to a magazine based on

1.

BATF’s [emphasis added] computerized comparison system, IBIS (Integrated Ballistics Information
[Identification] System), available to federal, state and local law enforcement agencies for inputting,
storing, and matching [emphasis added] digital images of bullets and cartridge cases that they recover from
crime scenes or use crime guns to test fire. Agencies that participate in NIBIN are linked through the FBI’s
telecommunications network, allowing inter-agency comparisons of digital images of ammunition
components.”). The reader should be aware that IBIS is not the property of the “BATF” (Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives). The BATF is a customer of Forensic Technologies, Inc. who
markets the system not only within this country but, worldwide. Second, the system does not “match”
digital images. It compares the acquired images and provides the user of the system with a scored list of
potential candidates that might be linked to the questioned bullet or cartridge case. Finally, while digital
images can be compared between agencies, actual confirmation takes place using the actual evidence and
standard methods and procedures for firearm and tool mark comparison and identification.
149
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magazine marks present on cartridge cases, was not reliable. Therefore, the court reversed the appellate
decision which deemed that the scientific testimony was properly admitted. The case was remanded to
perform harm analysis.
Schwartz vigorously opposes this more specific approach.151 It should be noted that Schwartz
offers her view as being opposed to that of “prominent commentators [who] have endorsed the Sexton
court’s decision to focus on the distinctive problems with the identification in the case and not consider the
systemic scientific problems…”152 A review of the case appears to demonstrate that this latter approach
was actually more appropriate than that offered by Schwartz.
The foundation for the testimony appeared to be poor. Scant references were offered and those that
were did not speak directly to the issue of marks produced by ammunition magazines. There is no
indication that sufficient parallels were drawn so that the court would be able to recognize that the concepts
that apply to tool marks in general could be applied to marks made by ammunition magazines specifically.
Finally, when questioned regarding the manufacture of such ammunition magazines, the expert could not
provide the court with an explanation of how they were manufactured. In light of the absence of the actual
magazines, such knowledge is essential. Considering the poor foundation the court’s decision is quite
legitimate, singly applied to this issue in particular.
2.
People v. Hawkins (1995)153- Court Recognizes Importance of Training and Experience in
Forming Identification Criteria
The issue at hand in this particular was focused on the trial court’s prerogative to question an
expert witness for purposes of clarification of the evidence and in this the appellate court found there was
no error and the evidence was properly admitted. Schwartz contends that the court erred in that they missed
what she erroneously opined to be the point of Biasotti’s work. She commented that, “Biasotti’s point,
however, was that absent a database and calculations of statistical significance, examiners cannot know
when the resemblances between toolmarks are so great that they must have come from a single firearm.”154
However, Schwartz has erroneously characterized Biasotti’s point. The primary thrust was to
develop a numerical threshold at which an examiner can feel confident an identification has been effected.
Alternatively, he sought to identify a CMS threshold that could define the best known non-match.
Therefore, the point of Biasotti’s work was not at odds with any of the testimony and this was recognized
by the court. The court recognized the value of training and experience as well as how Biasotti’s valuable
work fit into the scheme of that training.155
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3.
Commonwealth v. Ellis (1974)156- Court Properly Contends with Differing Identification Criteria
and Changing Marks
In this case, the suspect firearm was not available.157 The firearms evidence consisted of an
evidence bullet from the victim and bullets known to been fired from the suspect weapon into a tree.
Therefore, the comparisons were from the bullet from the victim to bullets from a tree. The court properly
contended that the evidence was properly admitted in the discretion of the trial judge and that the weight to
be given the evidence was appropriate for the jury to decide.
There were two issues in particular that were addressed by Schwartz and considered by the court.
One was the issue of identification criteria. Schwartz claims one systemic failing of the discipline is the
lack of specific identification criteria. In this case, two experts agreed on conclusions with regard to two
bullets, differing on a third. Considering the expected condition of the evidence, it is not surprising that two
experts would potentially disagree. One examiner concluded that while similarities did exist, the final
results were inconclusive. The other felt enough information was available to declare that two bullets were
fired from the same firearm.
While such situations are not typical, they are not surprising. The reader needs to be mindful of the
fact that while observations are objective, the interpretation of those observations is subjective. In the
absence of a specific criterion such as CMS, there will be some difference between examiners as to what
constitutes the best known non-match situation. This is especially the case with damaged items such as
bullets from trees. In those comparative examinations in which the observed correspondence is borderline it
is not necessarily unexpected that one examiner would reach an inconclusive determination while another
might conclude a more positive association. Therefore, with regard to this issue the court did adequately
assess the limitations of the discipline and appropriately assigned the task of weight to the jury.
The second issue concerned the time elapsed between the firing of the different bullets. The court
specifically addressed the issue of the character of a barrel changing over a period of time and felt that the
issue was adequately addressed by the expert witnesses, and that it did not present a systemic problem to
the overall discipline itself. In finding this, the court did address an appropriate concern but, unlike
Schwartz, realized that it was not a systemic failing of the discipline.
B.

Tool Mark Cases

1.
State v. Fasick (1928)158 and State v. Clark (1930)159 – Court Is Capable of Assessing Sufficiency
of Science
Both cases involve the state of Washington, involve marks produced by knives on branches, were
decided just two years apart, and yet have two very different results. The reason for the different results are
linked directly to the sufficiency of the science, the court’s ability to make a proper distinction between bad
and good science, and issue a proper ruling based on that understanding.
In Fasick the court reversed the judgment of the trial court holding that the evidence was
improperly admitted. The reason was that the experimental procedure by which the examiner produced test
marks and the criteria for identification were both insufficient to allow a determination that a particular
knife produced marks observed on branches from a scene. In a completely appropriate ruling to reverse the
ruling based on improperly admitted evidence, the court was quite scientifically inclined, addressing for
itself many of the issues that can affect how a tool will mark an object160 Based on their expectations, they
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understood what would generally be accepted as good practice for a conscientious tool mark examination.
In fact, the court was more scientifically inclined than the State’s own supposed expert.
In Clark, the court affirmed the trial court’s judgment permitting the admission of tool mark
evidence involving the marks produced by a knife on branches. In making that decision the court does not
ignore the previous Fasick decision, stating “The facts in State v. Fasick…distinguish that case from the
case at the bar. In the Fasick Case there was only one mark on the two pictures admitted in evidence which
compared one with the other. In the case at the bar there are more than fifty marks appearing on the pictures
of the cut surfaces of the fir boughs which can be identified as appearing on the cut surfaces of the cedar
boughs.”161
According to Schwartz, Saks characterizes this distinction as “superficial.”162 Based on what was
presented in the written opinion and in associated references, this distinction is far more than superficial.
Specifically, a review of the firearm and tool mark literature identifies this particular case as being
published in the American Journal of Police Science.163 The examination process was far superior to that
exercised by the detective in the Fasick case.164 The work was compelling and detailed. Accompanied by
photographs there is obvious evidence that he potentially considered CMS as there is a photograph in the
work with groups of CMS delineated and counted. That he considered statistics is obvious.165 The court in
Clark made a decision based on much more significant and compelling information than for which they are
given credit by either Saks or Schwartz. Furthermore, the evidence as presented appropriately addressed
and answered the concerns of Schwartz such that the courts made an appropriate and informed decision.
2.
Ramirez v. State (1989, 1995, 2001)166- Court Questions Infallibility of Firearms and Tool Mark
Identification

hand. It is common knowledge that a knife with a faulty edge used in the right hand, one side of the blade
being down, often makes a different impression on wood than if used in the left hand with the other side of
the blade down. Again, such a knife used in the hand will oftener than otherwise make a different
impression upon wood cut by it whether tested by the microscope or not, according to whether it is forced
through wood at right angles, with the point forward or with the point following and according to the angle
of the slant of the knife with respect to the wood cut. There was no attempt in the evidence in this case to
overcome these things. The knife, pieces of boughs and photomicrographs were, of course, strong
invitations to the jury to guess, speculate and conjecture, but they fell far short in our opinion of being
admissible. It was in our opinion reversible error to admit these articles in evidence.”)
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These three cases involved the identification of tool marks in cartilage to a specific knife. Despite
the holding of the court which finally resulted in the evidence to be excluded, Schwartz argues that even
these holdings were misguided. Of these three, Schwartz argues that the first two cases dealt with the
reversal of procedural issues and therefore does not discuss them.167 She cites the third case in 2001 as
being the one that critically examined the scientific issues, but, again, still failing to see her perceived
systemic failure in the discipline as a whole. Schwartz states that, “The Ramirez III court failed to
understand that its criticisms of the expert testimony in the case were applicable to firearms and toolmarks
examination as a whole.”168 Later she says that the “court criticized the expert for pursuing a novel method,
when his identification was based on the traditional, subjective approach.”169
A reading of the case would show that the court did focus its direction on this particular
application of firearm and tool mark identification theory and methodology. While it is true that the
examiners did approach the comparative examination from the traditional perspective (evaluating and
comparing patterns without quantifying them), it has already been shown that linking this traditional
perspective automatically to “subjective” is not completely appropriate. Furthermore, the court was calling
the method used by Hart novel based on claims of infallibility and the lack of concrete items for the court
to consider as objective criteria. While the court may have erred in this characterization of a novel method,
there is no question that they were rightly concerned about the claims of infallibility and poor explanation
of identification criteria.
Schwartz later strongly criticizes the court for its “ignorance of the firearms and toolmark
literature [which] was also betrayed in its failure to recognize that CMS is the only widely accepted
alternative to the expert’s traditional subjective approach.”170 A review of the literature focusing on CMS
shows that it is not an alternative method different than the traditional approach, but, rather, an alternative
means of articulating what one is observing. Therefore, her argument is misplaced.
She also states that “Similarly, the court claimed that the expert’s method did not have an error
rate [emphasis added], instead of recognizing that, despite its insufficient rigor, CTS testing belied the
expert’s claim that toolmark examiners never make mistakes.”171 The court never claimed this. They
questioned it because they could not find evidence for claims of infallibility. With respect to this very issue
the court said, “First, the record does not show that Hart’s methodology – and particularly his claim of
infallibility – has ever been formally tested or otherwise verified.”172 Later the court writes, “None [studies]
address Hart’s testing methodology and the absolute certainty of identification deduced from such a
test.”173 The issue of infallibility has already been discussed at length and need not be repeated here.
Based on a review of this case, it appears that the court did have a good understanding of some of
the critical issues with firearms and tool mark identification such that it recognized when appropriate
questions were not being adequately addressed by offered testimony. However, that is not to say they could
not have been. The concerns are readily answerable as has been discussed in Part 1. That they were not
gave the court proper cause in excluding the evidence in this particular instance. To apply such reasoning
beyond this case is not supported.
Conclusion
Firearms and tool mark identification is rooted in sound scientific foundations. A wealth of
literature demonstrates that it has been critically studied according to the precepts of the scientific method.
This has culminated in the AFTE Theory of Identification – the published statement of the relevant
scientific community.
Three primary concerns of the discipline, identification criteria, the potential for subclass
characteristics, and changes in tool surfaces over time have been adequately studied and, if accounted for,
do not invalidate the identification discipline as a science. Furthermore, the firearm and tool mark
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identification discipline has been validated in a manner appropriate for evidence of the kind to be expected
in firearms and tool mark examinations. Finally, proficiency tests and error rates have been studied and can
provide the court and community with a useful guide as to the frequency with which misidentifications are
reported in the community using appropriate methodologies and controls.
Based on a review of the same court decisions offered by Schwartz, it appears that the courts do
have adequate and sufficient knowledge regarding the intricacies of firearms and tool mark identification.
Indeed the time for testimony offers a wonderful opportunity for the science of firearms and tool mark
identification to stand the test. It appears that in those instances in which the discipline and interpretation of
results has been well-articulated, the courts have recognized this.
Schwartz presents some very critical issues such as the potential for subclass characteristics and
identification criteria that, if not adequately addressed by an individual examiner, could lead to an incorrect
interpretation of the observations made in a particular case. Questioning, as Schwartz does, is valuable in
probing the sufficiency of knowledge and application on the part of the individual examiner in a particular
case. Extending this discipline wide, as Schwartz does, is in definite error.
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